Health+Care’s all-encompassing brand refocus
celebrated by exhibitors and delegates
Sustainable transformation dominated the discussion at the triple-award winning Health+Care
event, 26-27 June at London ExCeL, the first time the definitive event for health and care provision
incorporated four vertical shows, the Healthcare Show, the Residential and Home Care Show, the
Digital Healthcare Show, and the IPC & Patient Safety Show.
The fresh-new look also saw ehi Live join forces with Digital Healthcare, establishing Europe’s largest
event for digital healthcare transformation and the largest gathering of senior IT leaders in the field.
Health+Care welcomed 10,000 health and social professionals under one roof across two educationpacked days to discuss and celebrate the latest developments in health and care provision and forge
new relationships to support successful and sustainable sector-wide transformation.
Over 400 healthcare pioneers shared practical solutions within the world-class programme with our
delegates to help them extract essential information for their specific job roles in an ever-developing
sector, forming the largest platform for professionals to discuss and debate timely topics, including
the NHS Long Term Plan and the impact of Brexit.
The event, now in its eighth year, began with the unveiling of Matthew Gould as the NHSX’s new
Chief Executive Officer. In his opening keynote, Gould revealed for the first time the five central
pillars that will define NHSX’s future strategy.
Health and social professionals from 22 different countries gathered and attended 15 theatres to
hear the latest updates from world-class speakers, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Dr Dominic King, Health Lead, Google DeepMind
Matthew Gould, CEO, NHSX
Bruce Daisley, VP EMEA, Twitter
Rachel Dunscombe, CEO / Global ARCH Collaborative Lead, NHS Digital Academy / KLAS
Research
Sam Shah, Director of digital development, NHSX

“The variety of stands and exhibitors at this year’s event was phenomenal. I had the opportunity to
go to different talks across the shows, ranging from seminars on digital healthcare to sessions on
infection and prevention. I have learnt so much and networked with so many colleagues that I will
be talking about this year’s show for months to come. Health+Care enables you to learn, but most
importantly, learn with your peers.” Rebecca Clancy, East London Foundation Trust
In addition, the Residential and Home Care Show conference programme was bolstered by the
addition of the Business and Innovation Theatre, enabling program owners, directors and senior
managers to gain the intelligence necessary to support innovative and pioneering business
strategies.
An exhibition floor overflowing with insights and innovation
Delegates flocked to the buzzing exhibition floor to witness a range of ground-breaking services and
technologies in health and social care. Delegates and exhibitors welcomed the chance to explore
unrivalled networking opportunities before, during and after the show to access the latest products

and services available from over 300 world-class suppliers, including: Orion, Cerner, Legrand,
Tunstall, Babylon and many more.
“The customer visibility and NHS engagement Health+Care provides helps us remain relevant and
better address the needs of the NHS.”
“As we’ve been to a lot of shows, we really cherry-pick where we show our wares and Health + Care
is top of the list. There’s a great mix of clinical staff, people who are actively trying to improve their
practice, suppliers, and delegates.” Douglas Hamandishe, CCIO, Extramed
“The brand refocus of Health+Care was a direct reflection of the evolving health and social care
landscape as professionals across the sector increasingly seek cross-networking opportunities to
overcome challenges on the path to transformation.”
“The events fresh new look made it even easier for our delegates to extract essential information for
their specific job roles and harness new relationships to improve outcomes for patients, clinicians
and staff alike” Lee Davies, Event Director, Health+Care.
The Health+Care team would like to say a big thank you to all of its health and social delegates,
speakers, exhibitors and sponsors for making this innovative event an unmissable two days in the
health and social care calendar.
Health+Care, incorporating the Healthcare Show, the Residential and Home Care Show, the Digital
Healthcare Show, and the IPC & Patient Safety show, returns 24-25 June 2020.
Delegate and exhibitor enquiries: https://www.healthcareshow.co.uk/request-more-information
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